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Writing on Dance
roatian dance scene cannot boast either a regular or profuse
publishing, journalistic and dance critique practice. In the last
fifteen years, there were trials of establishing a library
dedicated to dance, i.e. a series of books on dance within the
frame of cultural publishing projects, but they remained pure
„hazard“ that has neither developed nor lasted.
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What did, however, have continuity was the pursuit of ballet
performances that were produced within institutions with permanent
ballet ensembles, such as Croatian National Theatres (HNK) in Zagreb,
Split and Rijeka. Yet, by some unwritten rule, ballet critique was in the
hands of music critics, who latently treated ballet as a „side dish“.
Throughout the last fifteen years, together with a steady growth of
interest for mainly contemporary dance in Croatia, there emerges the
first generation of professional dance critique (Romana Vlahutin, Ivica
Buljan, Vladimir StojsavljeviÊ, etc.). They made way for a younger
generation of today already established dance critics, among whom
are Maja –urinoviÊ, Iva Nerina Sibila, Goran Sergej Pristaπ and Nataπa
GovediÊ, as well as those who are yet to take on their position, as
Emina ViπniÊ, Jelena MihelËiÊ Ivana Slunjski or Una Bauer. They write
for the daily press, cultural bi-weeklies (Vijenac, Zarez) and the
performing arts magazine Frakcija that occasionally tackles dance
themes. The interest for writing on dance stimulated and stimulates to
this day the occurrence of an increasing number of high-quality dance
groups (Contemporary Dance Chamber Ensemble, Contemporary
Dance Studio, Zagreb Dance Ensemble, etc.); it has also instigated the
founding of Dance Week Festival (1984), which, apart from local dance
groups, brings international dance companies and groups to Zagreb.
Thus Croatian dance scene enters into the context of current

world trends and experiences a quality boost.
The present situation is better than ever. Festivals, as well as highquality performances from both classical and contemporary dance
repertoire, stylistically versatile and technically excellent, have created
a sophisticated audience that, by its way of perception and its need for
a high level of dance event, becomes part of the dance establishment.
Besides choreographers, dance groups have dramaturges, directors
and visual designers of dance projects (costume and stage designers,
light designers) that contribute to the shaping of groups’ identity and
to the high level of performative act.
As to the publishing activity,
the individual bright spots still
do not consist a systematic
approach to dance. At the
beginning of 90s, the book by
Selma J. Cohen Dance as
Theatre Art appears in the
legendary theatre library
Prolog, published by CEKADE.
In this sense, by far the most
interesting library is Gesta
(1992), launched and edited by
the dance critic Maja –urinoviÊ.
We find in it titles such as The
Philosophy of Dancing by
Havelock Ellis, A Life for Dance
by Rudolph Laban, Rhythm
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Music and Education by E.J. Dalcroze, The Art of Dance by Isadora
Duncan and Mercedes Goritz - PaveliÊ by Maja –urinoviÊ. Unfortunately,
the discontinuity of this non-profit library is not due to a lack of interest
but to an insufficient or, at times, non-existing financial support.

Two more titles of biography genre can be added to this list: My Life
by Maga MagazinoviÊ, the dance artist who brought contemporary
dance to these parts, and a book by the same title, My Life, by Isadora
Duncan.

Another valuable and useful title in the area of publishing is A History
of Dance of Ancient Civilisations I and II (from Mesopotamia to Rome
and Asian dance tradition) by Ana MaletiÊ, the coryphaeus of
contemporary dance in Croatia, published by Matica Hrvatska (2002/03).

Publishing of monographies on dance is launched by the publication of
monography on primaballerina Almira OsmanoviÊ, a visually lavish book
accompanied by minimalistic text by its editor Maja –urinoviÊ, and a
phenomenological monography on the 20 years of Dance Week Festival,
entitled Corpographies and edited
by Nataπa GovediÊ.
In 2000, the Croatian ITI UNESCO
centre founds the National Dance
Board that launches in 2002 the
dance magazine Movements
(Kretanja), the first specialised
magazine in Croatia, whose aim
is to follow critically and
theoretically the dance scene at
home and abroad and thus
contribute to the understanding
and affirmation of dance art in
Croatia. What you hold in your
hands at present is a special
edition of this magazine in English
that introduces ensembles,
projects and groups as well as
their repertoire titles, which they
can and wish to offer to the
world dance market.
A special edition of the brochure
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Dance Messages has
been published by the
same publisher, in which
all messages written by
renowned world dance
artists at the occasion of
International Dance Day
are translated to Croatian.
Croatian messages,
written since 1999, are
added to this collection.
Although we cannot
measure up with the
traditionally rich publishing
activities of the USA, UK
or some other Western
countries, we also cannot
deny the fact that some
significant changes in
the field of dance journalism and publishing were made in Croatia both
quantity- and quality-wise. We can only hope that journalism and
publishing will hold the pace with our dance scene and its imaginative
and serious growth and development.
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